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journal of computers is a peer reviewed journal that publishes research papers
on various topics related to computers and information technology it is indexed
by several databases and has a history of over 30 years of publication the
computer journal is a peer reviewed journal of the bcs the chartered institute for
it that publishes research in computer science browse the latest articles on
topics such as fault diagnosis machine learning security and more a bimonthly
journal sponsored by the institute of computing technology chinese academy of
sciences and china computer federation covers topics from computer
architecture to artificial intelligence and pattern recognition a journal that
publishes original research papers in computer science and related subjects in
system science with attention to the relevant mathematical theory find articles
on topics such as algorithms complexity networks security and more as well as
special issues and calls for papers computers is a monthly online journal that
publishes research on computer and network architecture and computer human
interaction it covers topics such as 5g vr privacy health and natural language
processing a journal that publishes innovative research in simulation based
science across all disciplines it covers modeling algorithms simulations software
hardware data networks and novel devices for complex problems journal of
scientific computing is an international interdisciplinary forum for the
publication of papers on state of the art developments in scientific computing
and its applications in science and engineering read the latest articles of journal
of computer and system sciences at sciencedirect com elsevier s leading
platform of peer reviewed scholarly literature journal of computer networks and
communications publishes original research and review articles that investigate
both the theoretical and practical aspects of computer networks and
communications journal of computer science and technology is an international
platform publishing high quality refereed papers in all aspects of computer
science and we publish many prestigious journals in computer science including
a number of fully open access journals our book and ebook portfolio comprises
conference proceedings book series textbooks and major reference works from
distinguished authors such as recipients of the turing award computer assisted
synthesis planning has become increasingly important in drug discovery while
deep learning models have shown remarkable progress in achieving high
accuracies for single step retrosynthetic predictions their performances in
retrosynthetic route planning need to be checked this study compares the
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intricate single step models with a straightforward template enumeration the
computer journal is one of the longest established journals serving all branches
of the academic computer science community and its aims is to publish any new
research advancing the discipline of computing science it currently consists of
four sections section a computer science theory methods and tools researchers
have explored computer based approaches to predict the progression from mci
to ad using npts 15 18 primarily relying on hand crafted features and the
cognitive scores extracted from the npt by clinicians however these approaches
have not yet achieved full automation limiting their potential for more precise
and efficient computer networks the international journal of computer and
telecommunications networking vol 241 no c quantifying the importance of
specific types of higher order structures in complex networks erkin gezgin alp e
yaşar tuğrul uslu mertcan koçak didem güzin seda Özbek gökmen a türkmen
goncagül karayaman rahime alsanğur barış bıdıklı fatih c can levent Çetin the
international journal of medical robotics and computer assisted surgery is an
interdisciplinary robotic surgery journal covering robotics for the journal of
computer information systems jcis aims to publish manuscripts that explore
information systems and technology research and thus develop computer
information systems globally the journal of computer science jcs is dedicated to
advancing computer science by publishing high quality research and review
articles that span both theoretical foundations and practical applications in
information computation and computer systems for those without a cable
subscription the debate will be streaming on cnn com abc will be streaming the
debate on hulu starting at 7 p m a live stream of the cnn presidential debate will
journal of computer mediated communication is now a fully open access journal
all accepted articles will be published in the journal under an open access
license immediately upon publication learn more
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journal of computers csroc
May 28 2024

journal of computers is a peer reviewed journal that publishes research papers
on various topics related to computers and information technology it is indexed
by several databases and has a history of over 30 years of publication

the computer journal oxford academic
Apr 27 2024

the computer journal is a peer reviewed journal of the bcs the chartered
institute for it that publishes research in computer science browse the latest
articles on topics such as fault diagnosis machine learning security and more

home journal of computer science and
technology springer
Mar 26 2024

a bimonthly journal sponsored by the institute of computing technology chinese
academy of sciences and china computer federation covers topics from computer
architecture to artificial intelligence and pattern recognition

journal of computer and system sciences
sciencedirect
Feb 25 2024

a journal that publishes original research papers in computer science and
related subjects in system science with attention to the relevant mathematical
theory find articles on topics such as algorithms complexity networks security
and more as well as special issues and calls for papers

computers an open access journal from mdpi
Jan 24 2024

computers is a monthly online journal that publishes research on computer and
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network architecture and computer human interaction it covers topics such as
5g vr privacy health and natural language processing

journal of computational science sciencedirect
com by elsevier
Dec 23 2023

a journal that publishes innovative research in simulation based science across
all disciplines it covers modeling algorithms simulations software hardware data
networks and novel devices for complex problems

home journal of scientific computing springer
Nov 22 2023

journal of scientific computing is an international interdisciplinary forum for the
publication of papers on state of the art developments in scientific computing
and its applications in science and engineering

journal of computer and system sciences
sciencedirect
Oct 21 2023

read the latest articles of journal of computer and system sciences at
sciencedirect com elsevier s leading platform of peer reviewed scholarly
literature

journal of computer networks and
communications wiley
Sep 20 2023

journal of computer networks and communications publishes original research
and review articles that investigate both the theoretical and practical aspects of
computer networks and communications
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articles journal of computer science and
technology springer
Aug 19 2023

journal of computer science and technology is an international platform
publishing high quality refereed papers in all aspects of computer science and

computer science books and journals springer
springer
Jul 18 2023

we publish many prestigious journals in computer science including a number of
fully open access journals our book and ebook portfolio comprises conference
proceedings book series textbooks and major reference works from
distinguished authors such as recipients of the turing award

challenging complexity with simplicity
rethinking the role
Jun 17 2023

computer assisted synthesis planning has become increasingly important in drug
discovery while deep learning models have shown remarkable progress in
achieving high accuracies for single step retrosynthetic predictions their
performances in retrosynthetic route planning need to be checked this study
compares the intricate single step models with a straightforward template
enumeration

about the computer journal oxford academic
May 16 2023

the computer journal is one of the longest established journals serving all
branches of the academic computer science community and its aims is to publish
any new research advancing the discipline of computing science it currently
consists of four sections section a computer science theory methods and tools
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prediction of alzheimer s disease progression
within 6 years
Apr 15 2023

researchers have explored computer based approaches to predict the
progression from mci to ad using npts 15 18 primarily relying on hand crafted
features and the cognitive scores extracted from the npt by clinicians however
these approaches have not yet achieved full automation limiting their potential
for more precise and efficient

quantifying the importance of specific types of
higher order
Mar 14 2023

computer networks the international journal of computer and
telecommunications networking vol 241 no c quantifying the importance of
specific types of higher order structures in complex networks

the international journal of medical robotics and
computer
Feb 13 2023

erkin gezgin alp e yaşar tuğrul uslu mertcan koçak didem güzin seda Özbek
gökmen a türkmen goncagül karayaman rahime alsanğur barış bıdıklı fatih c can
levent Çetin the international journal of medical robotics and computer assisted
surgery is an interdisciplinary robotic surgery journal covering robotics for

journal of computer information systems taylor
francis online
Jan 12 2023

the journal of computer information systems jcis aims to publish manuscripts
that explore information systems and technology research and thus develop
computer information systems globally
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journal of computer science science publications
Dec 11 2022

the journal of computer science jcs is dedicated to advancing computer science
by publishing high quality research and review articles that span both
theoretical foundations and practical applications in information computation
and computer systems

presidential debate what time and how to stream
biden trump
Nov 10 2022

for those without a cable subscription the debate will be streaming on cnn com
abc will be streaming the debate on hulu starting at 7 p m a live stream of the
cnn presidential debate will

journal of computer mediated communication
oxford academic
Oct 09 2022

journal of computer mediated communication is now a fully open access journal
all accepted articles will be published in the journal under an open access
license immediately upon publication learn more
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